Suricata - Feature #4203
createst: ability to create diff between a PR and master
12/07/2020 03:54 AM - Shivani Bhardwaj

Status: New
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Community Ticket
Category: 
Target version: QA
Effort: 
Difficulty: 

Label: 

Description
If a new feature gets added via a PR, createst should compare the test.yaml files to see what changed.
See for instance http2-bugfixes where test.yaml indicates 0 event_type: anomaly
Feature request by Philippe Antoine.

History
#1 - 12/07/2020 10:02 AM - Philippe Antoine
Yes, this is somehow a "eve.json diff" to test.yaml utility
Both additions, and removals from eve.json should be taken into account